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Ninewa Governorate

Total Number of Explosive Incidents per Week

Total Number of Explosive Incidents in Mosul Corridor, Hawiga and Western Anbar Operations Areas

Security Forces   7 February 2019

● Shot and killed a civilian in Bazwaya village, immediately after the incident they fled to an unknown destination.

Security Forces   8 February 2019

● They cleared a weapon cache in Al-Shora area, the cache contained 3 Bazooka launchers and 3 locally made missiles. In Hamam Alil camp,
     the security forces could capture a terrorist who was among the displaced people. Worth noting that the captured terrorist fought against
     the Iraqi Security Forces before the liberation process starts in Ninewa governorate. 
 
Popular Mobilization Forces   10 February 2019

● Ambushed an ISIS group in Ba’aj district and kill 2 members and arrested 3 others one is a woman. The group was behind most of the
    terrorist actions and plan to carry out suicide attacks.

Security Forces   13 February 2019

● Carried out a search operation in Sheikh Younis and Bakhira mountains, they were able to destroy a number of tunnels and kill 4 ISIS
    members who hid themselves inside a tunnel. Worth mentioning that a terrorist blew up himself while the ISFs besieged a tunnel. 

Analysis: During the past week, the rate of arresting terrorist has increased, still a lot number of corpses are left under the rubbish of
destructions. The ISIS poses a serious threat, as spreading dozens of militants in villages near the city of Mosul. Ninewa deputies in the Iraqi
parliament and city officials appealed to the Iraqi prime minister to send more troops to Mosul, stressing that threats are serious.
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Security Forces   7 February 2019

●  They were able to clear 34 explosion rulers, 8 metal gallons, and 8 IEDs during the search operation in Kilo 7 area. They also cleared
     70 IEDs in Albu Di’lij area.
●  Arrested 5 persons accused of terrorism in Al-Mal’ab area/ 60m street.

Security Forces  10 February 2019

●  Cleared 300 IEDs, explosion rulers, missiles and explosive belts belonged to ISIS.
●  Cleared 77 IEDs belonged to ISIS in Falluja city.

Analysis: Although the ISIS has suffered a military defeat in Iraq, the threat from the extremist group is still present in the country as
there is a huge infiltration of ISIS came after the start of the operations of the Syrian Democratic Forces and the Syrian army to clean up the
areas of eastern Syria.
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Popular Mobilization Forces   7 February 2019

● Carried out a search operation in the Tigris basin, Hayakl in Laqlaq area north of the governorate, they search aimed to find the ISIS
    sleeper cells.
 
ISIS  8 February 2019

● Executed 3 brothers and their bodies were left dumped on a road, the brothers were from Mahsak village in Baiji district and were
    kidnapped while they were searching for truffles.
 
Security Forces  8 February 2019

● Cleared a terrorist hotbed during a search operation in Mutaibija - Al-Etha sector, the hotbed contained publications, clothes, and beds.

ISIS  13 February 2019

● Clashed with 30 civilians who went to the picnic in the Makhoul mountain in Al-Abyadh area. The PMFs was called in and reached the area
    in support of the civilians and were able to injure 2 ISIS members.
● Set up an illegal checkpoint in military uniforms east of Al-Alam subdistrict and kidnapped 2 families who came back from Kirkuk
    governorate. ISFs called in for help and were able to rescue them during a 2-hour clash with the ISIS.

Security Forces with the help of Iraqi Air Forces   13 February 2019

● They were able to destroy 3 hotbeds and a tunnel during a search operation in Makhoul mountain, the hotbeds and the tunnels contained
    military uniforms, foods, cooking equipment, ISIS remnants bones and Afghani clothes.
 
Analysis: During the past week, search operations for the ISIS hideouts were increased. ISIS had increased its incidents like kidnapping,
executing and attacking on both the military personnel and civilians. 

An Armed Group  7 February 2019

● Exploded an adhesive IED on a civilian vehicle in Imam Qasim neighborhood and an IED in Rahimawa neighborhood in Kirkuk city, both
    explosions carried out while the public power went off and they caused no casualties.

ISIS  8 February 2019

● Launched 4 mortar shells on Ahnaf village in Abasi subdistrict, the mortars fell out of the village and caused no casualties.  An IED exploded
    on the Popular Mobilization Forces and the Federal Police forces who were jointly chasing an ISIS group who fled the scene, the explosion 
    only caused material damages.

ISIS  9 February 2019

● Engaged in an attack in the boundary of Qaradara village in Dabes district, killing a policeman and injuring 2 others.

An Armed Group  19 February 2019

● Exploded an IED on a Federal Police Forces patrol near Gharib village in Abassi subdistrict, killing a member and injuring another one.

Analysis: Despite successive military operations, ISIS continues to attack the PMFs and ISFs in Northern Iraq. During the past week, the
curve of kidnapping and killing was increased in Kirkuk governorate and there were bellicose ISIS activities in the agricultural area and former
Baath stronghold areas south west of the governorate and around Dabes with oilfields around.

Popular Mobilization Forces   7 February 2019
● Repelled an ISIS infiltration on the outskirts of Sa’diya subdistrict, worth mentioning that the Popular Mobilization Forces constantly repelling the failed ISIS infiltrations.

Popular Mobilization Forces   9 February 2019

● They put in place a new strategy to strengthen the points stationed in the vicinity of the Hamrin Basin to cut off supply routes and prevent the infiltration of elements into the
    region. With the new strategy, they succeeded to thwart several attempts of the ISIS to infiltrate into the villages of Hamrin Basin. The strategy was also successful in shrinking
    the ISIS operations in the area.

ISIS   11 February 2019

● Carried out a midnight attack on a border guard point on the outskirts of Khanaqin district in which 2 security forces members injured during the clash. The attackers fled the area
   after the backup came to the security forces.

Popular Mobilization Forces   12 February 2019

● Repelled an ISIS attack on a Popular Mobilization Forces headquarter in Khanaqin city in which a suicide killed and another member injured during the attack.

Police Forces   12 February 2019

● Repelled a terrorist attack in Imam Wais sector near Muqdadiya district in which a policeman from the SWAT killed and another one injured. 

 Analysis: Military Search operations were ongoing during the past week with observations of ISIS increased attacks against both the military forces and PMFs. 

Diyala Governorate
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